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Introduction
In one sense, Camden’s budget
is easy to understand. Costs are

rising. Total revenue is falling. Th e
tax base is small. Th e long decline of
State and Federal support for cities has
accelerated under the pressure of the
weak national economy and a shrinking
definition of the public sphere.

...but Camden’s relationship
to the State makes the budget
more complex. The State takeover

of the City that began in 2002 with
talk of collaboration, accountability,
oversight, governance reform, and
investment has all but ended in 2010,
having delivered only investment.
The $145.2 million outlay to date1
leveraged hundreds of millions more in
public and private funds for important
institutions and amenities but left
difficult
organizational,
human,
and infrastructural issues essentially
untouched. In the meantime, eight
years without robust local control of its
affairs has changed the political culture
of the City in ways that are difficult
to measure. While the diagnosis of
political shifts is beyond the scope of
this report and the essentially neutral,
educational mission of CamConnect,
the City’s recent political history cannot
help but inform any study of Camden’s
fiscal management. The budget o ffers a
record where that history and its effects
can be read.

This report is a user’s guide
to the Camden City budget. It
puts the “easy to understand” realities
of Camden’s ongoing fi scal crisis into
a larger geographic and historical
context. It provides a common set of
numbers, clears away many distracting
details and focuses instead on a few

key questions:

1 The Economic Recovery Board for Camden
Annual Program Report, 2010 (ERB) p.1
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•
•

Where does the money go?
Where does the money come
from?
• What drives the persistent
decit?
• What would it take for Camden to
reduce its dependence on special
State aid?
• Is the City (government, employers,
and citizens) getting a fair deal
from payments in lieu of taxes?
This report only deals with issues
outside the scope of the budget to the
extent that they help explain the budget
itself. CamConnect does not take a
position on what Camden should do
to address its structural deficit. Th at
said, the City clearly has significant
unmet needs of all kinds. Recognizing
this fact makes clear that “fixing” the
budget, while critical, will not, by itself,
solve all of Camden’s problems.

How big are the City’s unmet
needs, really? Over the past 10

years, the State has contributed $397
million in “special” aid2 of the kind
reserved for a handful of the largest
post-industrial urban centers, beyond
what it grants to all New Jersey
municipalities. Special State aid fills
the structural deficit, the persistent
gap between what the City spends and
what it brings in from other revenues.
emerging structural decit
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revenues (excluding Special State Aid) appropriations

neither would they have been adequate
to repair the aging sewer system, just
one of the City’s most pressing (though
hidden) brick and mortar needs.
Indeed, sewer repair could consume
more than the $1.39 billion represented
by these two figures combined.4

How to read this report: To

answer the questions above, this
report adheres to a few simplifying
conventions.

We only examine the money required
for normal departmental operations, the
City’s “Current Fund.” We exclude funds
for utilities or capital projects except
when these funds aff ect the Current
Fund. We exclude “public and private
revenues offset with appropriations,”
otherwise
known
as
grants.
grant revenues
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Highly variable grant revenues are
only obtained for specific projects and
cannot be used to balance the operating
budget.
To allow accurate comparison over
time, all dollar values derived from
City and State documents are adjusted
for ination to year-end 2009 dollars
using the US Bureau of Labor Statistics’
consumer price index for Northeastern
Urban areas.5

The State takeover yielded another
$996 million in public and private
investment.3 These funds were not
available to balance the budget, but

We display all graphed dollar values
in millions (“m”), unless otherwise stated.

2 Inflation adjusted from the last 10 years of City
budgets

5 2009 is the latest available full-year inflation
index. Inflation causes fi xed amounts of State aid
to be worth less today than they were in the past
because costs continue to rise. Using 2009 dollars
may over or understate the fy09 - fy10 change
slightly, by far less than a tenth of a percent or about
CamConnect | 5
-$160 per $1 million.

3 Total nominal investment through February
2010, reported in Th e Economic Recovery Board
for Camden Annual Program Report 2010 (ERB)
p.1

4 Katz, Matt. “Camden Rebirth: A promise still
unfulfilled” Philadelphia Inquirer, Sun, Nov. 8, 2009

Years not attached to specific months
or dates refer to “scal years,” (or

“fy”). Th e City’s fi scal year runs from
the preceding July 1st to June 31
of the named year. This means that the
“2010 budget” covers the period from
July 1, 2009 to June 31st 2010.
Each fi scal year’s budget contains
the proposed or amended proposed
figures for that year’s budget and
the fi nal, actually received or spent
amounts from the previous fi scal year.

This report uses fy2010 amended
proposed values, the latest available

at the time this report was prepared.
Final numbers for fy2010 will not be
available until the fy2011 budget can
be analyzed.

Where we have calculated per capita
figures, we have used the US Census
Bureau’s July 1st 2009 population
estimates. 6 For all comparison
municipalities, the officially estimated
change in population over the decade
is small (±1.8% on average or 1,600
people, less than the number of
residents that the Census has failed to
count, particularly in hard-to-count
urban areas7).
For clarity, graphs that show changes
over time are labeled with the rst
(fy2001), last (fy2010), previous
(fy2009), high, and low values to
show the magnitude and range of
change.
Certain key topics and budget items are
assigned unique colors, which remain
constant in both text and graphics
throughout the report.
6 US Census Bureau Population estimates for
NJ incorporated places and minor civil divisions
http://www.census.gov/popest/cities/files/SUBST2009_34.csv
7 For .4 to 3% undercount rates by race www.
census.gov/dmd/www/pdf/undernj.pdf,
for
3-7% undercount rates of undocumented
immigrants http://www.census.gov/population/
www/documentation/twps0058.pdf,
for
undercount rates for youth www.aecf.org/~/
media/Pubs/Other/W/WhoAreYoungChildren
MissedSoOftenintheCensus/fi nal%20census%20
undercount%20paper.pdf
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How is the report organized?
Historically, the large structural
revenue
shortfall,
slow
State
appropriation process, and, more
recently, the Municipal Rehabilitation
and Economic Recovery Act, which
prohibited local tax increases,8 have
forced the City’s budgeting process to
be driven by expenditures rather than
revenues. Th e City tells the State how
much aid will be needed to balance
the budget after local revenues and
operating expenses are considered. The
State responds with its own proposal,
and negotiations proceed.9 Following
the same framework, we fi rst discuss
where the money goes. Th en we
examine revenue and its three main
components in order of descending
size: special State aid, formula state
aid, and locally raised revenues,
attempting to answer “Where does
the money come from, and why are
local revenues are not enough?” Th e
local revenue discussion examines the
limitations of Camden’s property tax
base and the City’s use of Payments
in Lieu of Taxes (PILOTs) agreements
as tax alternatives, comparing Camden
to a group of peer and neighbor
municipalities along the way.

would have been impossible without
their friendly assistance. Where
possible, all dollar values derive from
the fi nal amounts received or paid
as listed in official, amended City
budgets. In many cases, where these
data were incomplete, unreadable, or
unavailable, fi gures were drawn from
the official, published audits of the
budget12, records downloaded from the
NJ Department of Community Aff airs
Division of Local Governmental
Services13, County tax records14, or
unpublished reports provided via
OPRA requests made to the Camden
Tax Assessor and Bureau of Payroll. In
some key instances, figures from audits,
DCA, tax records, and the budget, do
not appear to agree. Where consistent
values from a single source could not
be used we note the discrepancy. All
together, a clear picture of Camden’s
finances in the past decade required the
consideration or analysis of some 8,900
pages of documents including tens of
thousands of property tax and payroll
records.

How was this report created?
Information about Camden’s budget
is not easy to fi nd. Th e City’s online
electronic
document
repository10
contains fax-quality copies of fy1992’95, ‘97-’05, ‘07, ‘09-’11 budgets, which
cannot be downloaded, searched, or
copied and can only be viewed with
one’s head held at a 90˚ angle, one page
at a time. CamConnect was forced to
obtain hundreds of pages of paper and
electronic documents through repeated
Open Public Records Requests to
the City Clerk’s Office.11 This report
8 MRERA takeover legislation, pronounced
“Mirra,” P.L.2002, c.43 C.52:27BBB-27 a.
9 P.L.2002, c.43 C.52:27BBB-27 c & e
10 CORA (Camden Online Records Access)
http://carma.ci.camden.nj.us/dswv/
11 Electronic OPRA forms available at http://

camconnect.org/resources/opra.html
12 CORA (Camden Online Records Access)
http://carma.ci.camden.nj.us/dswv/ contains fy00‘08, OPRA requests for fy2009 and 2010.
13 http://www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs/
14 Camden County tax records, only available
through Monmouth County’s Tax Assessor’s Office,
http://tax1.co.monmouth.nj.us/cgi-bin/prc6.
cgi?menu=index&ms_user=glou&passwd=data&di
strict=0801&mode=11

Where does the money go?
The total size of Camden’s operating
budget has grown 26% after inflation,
from $134 million in 2001 to $169
million in 2010, an average of 2.62%
per year. While an increase of $35
million is large in absolute and per
capita terms, and year-to-year swings
of expansion and cuts have been very
erratic, Camden’s spending growth
is actually somewhat slower than
the 2.84% average annual growth
rate in 2008 and ‘09 for all NJ
municipalities15.

Pay and Stafng
top 5 departments by fy10 pay
Police
Fire
Public Works
Finance
Administration

$39,520,709
$21,517,620
$6,737,387
$2,239,578
$1,966,445

As with most organizations, employee
compensation is the largest single
category of expense in the budget,
consuming 47% of funds in fy2010.
Just over a ¼ of all budget growth in
the decade has been due to increased
total compensation, which rose an
average of 1.46% per year. Th e Police
and Fire Departments, in turn, are the
largest components of the 1,562 person
municipal workforce (at 32% and 15%
respectively).16
The sizes of the police and fi re
departments have fl uctuated by ±0 to
32 people from year to year through
the decade in response to changes in
deployment strategy and cost concerns.
Overall each has grown by just over 30
staff members. Th e police department
is 20% larger than the national average
for major city departments. Th e fire

total expenditures by type
Pay
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22%

25%

29%

16 Staffing totals refer to the number of unique
persons employed in the Fire Department, Police
Department, or all other departments combined per
fiscal year. This undercounts the number of distinct
job titles, as many employees hold multiple posts,
often in different departments.
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total unique municipal employees

average employee pay ($ thousands) average change in pay 2001-2010
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Other

total department per employee
3.43%
2.41%
0.67%
-2.06%
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15 NJ league of Municipalities. http://www.njslom.
org/letters/ml070210-special-session-update.html
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The majority of these auxiliary positions, however,
is short term summer recreation program positions.
A few employees hold as many as 5 titles in a given
fiscal year, but never more than 2 salary positions.
From available data, it was not possible to compute
full-time equivalences. All staffing level data are

drawn from the City’s payroll system. Police salary
and employee totals do not include the Traffic
Control division or Animal Control, both of which
are paid at lower rates, and Animal control moved
between three different departments during the
decade. Th e sudden 346 person increase in “other”
departments above their trend in fy2005, which had
disappeared by fy2008 was due to the short lived
Municipal Drug Alliance, and a jump in summer
recreation program staff.
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department is 17% larger.17 Average
pay including overtime in the police
department ($78,555) has risen 1.4%
faster than inflation while falling
by -1.5% in the fi re department (to
$91,956). Because New Jersey has
the nation’s highest median police
salary ($90,672), however, Camden’s
apparently high pay rates recently
ranked only 347th in the State.
The city’s median salary for officers
is just dollars below the county’s
overall rate ($79,686).18 These two
departmental budgets, including nonsalary expenses19, grew slower than the
national rate, but still cost nearly twice
the national average per City resident
in 2009 ($505 vs. $270 for the police
department = ×1.9, $283 vs. $164 for
the fire department = ×1.7 times)20.
From 2001 to 2003, arbitration
with the Police and Fire unions was
deadlocked and contractual raises
were frozen.21 In February of 2003,
a state appointed arbitrator awarded
retroactive annual raises of 3.5% to
the unions for the previous three fi scal
years through 2004, all to be paid in
fy2004. Th is was less than demanded
by the unions and far more than offered
by the City. Despite stipulating that:
“Financial relief is necessary during
the period of the City’s recovery which
the record reflects will be a gradual
one,” the arbitrator ultimately based
his ruling on the assertion that “…the
Award will not have adverse fi nancial
17 International
City/County
Management
Association, February 23, 2010 at http://icma.org/
en/Article/5209/Survey_Results_Provide_Detail_
on_Police_and_Fire_Personnel_and_Expenditures
18 Megerian, Chris. “N.J. Police salaries rank
highest in nation...” Asbury Park Press, September
19, 2010
19 but exclude pensions and benefits which will be
discussed in the next section
20 International
City/County
Management
Association Police and Fire Personnel and
Expenditures Survey 2001 and 2009 http://
bookstore.icma.org/Police_and_Fire_Personnel_
and__P1605C117.cfm and __P2050C165.cfm
21 Progress Report, Municipal Rehabilitation
and Economic Recovery, Melvin R. Primas, Jr.,
November 2006, p. 80.
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Fringe Expenditures

fy09

fy10

Health Insurance
Pension Contributions

$23,254,752
$12,572,410

$25,129,407
$15,265,608

$10,828,662

$12,564,866

$1,508,888

$2,419,182

$233,710

$267,000

Police and Firemen's Retirement System of NJ
Public Employee's Retirement System of NJ
Pension Increase - COLA for Retirees

$13,174

Defined Contribution Retirement Program

$1,150

$1,386

$2,945,874
$2,981,870
$1,350,218
$175,028
$46,207
$41,969,370
25%

$3,750,000
$3,000,000
$1,291,250
$175,000
$48,000
$47,368,015
28%

Consolidated Police and Fireman's Pension Fund

Worker's Compensation
Social Security System
Accumulated Compensated Absence Liability
Unemployment
State Disability Insurance
total
% of total budget

total fringe expenditures

two largest components of fringe
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impact on the City, its residents and
taxpayers” because he believed past
experience showed that the State had
filled Camden’s budget deficits for
many years and would continue to do
so for the foreseeable future.22 In April
2005, the City and unions negotiated
new contracts through the end of
calendar year 200823 (later extended
through cy2009)24 with a complex raise
structure that outpaced inflation by
1.2% annually. Due to very generous
and loosely administered severance
and leave provisions25, and extensive
use of overtime26, however, the cost
of pay continued to rise at a higher
effective rate than the contracts would
suggest.
All other departments combined have
22 Mastriani, James W., Arbitrator. “New Jersey
Public Employment Relations Commission Interest
Arbitration Decision and Award” Dockets IA-0093, IA-00-96, IA-00-102, IA-00-105. pp. 100-103.
23 e.g., “Collective Bargaining Agreement Between
the City of Camden and the Camden Organization
of Police Superiors.” p.41 http://co-ps.org/pdf/
contract.pdf
24 e.g., “Memorandum of Agreement.” p.1 http://
co-ps.org/pdf/memoradium.pdf
25 State of New Jersey Commission of Investigation,
“The Beat Goes On.” December 2009. pp.18-24
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grown by 77% in the last 10 years,
despite a 340 person drop from their
fy2005 peak. Most of the growth
has been in lower-pay, short-term or
hourly personnel, leading to an 4.6%
drop in average real pay per employee,
in the midst of 3.74% growth in total
real pay expenditures for the same
departments.

Employee Benets
At $48.7 million and an average
annual growth of 8.4% above inflation,
“Fringe” benefit costs are the fastest
growing category of expense in the
budget over 1 million dollars. Fringe
and pay together represent more than ¾
of the operating budget, and fringe costs
have more than doubled in the decade.
Unlike the particulars of police and fire
direct compensation, this situation is
not unique to Camden. Nonetheless
Camden’s growth rate for pension
costs in the last two years has been less
26 Greenblatt, Sarah. “City fi re captains get
$1.9M in OT,” Courier-Post, March 16, 2007.
Hirsch, Deborah. “Firefighters’ sick leave just
smoke and mirrors,” Courier-Post, July 11, 2010.
Hirsch, Deborah. “ Camden relying more often on
surrounding departments,” Courier-Post, July 12,
2010.

than 1/3 of the State average. Health
insurance cost growth matched the
State and workers’ compensation has
grown slightly faster.27 At these rates of
growth, fringe expenses would surpass
pay in 12 years.

Non-Employee-Related Costs
Other City operating expenses,
encompassing a wide range of both
departmental and stand-alone nonpersonnel costs, as a whole have
decreased, though some of the larger
components (particularly contracted
trash collection, electricity and
heating costs, bonding and insurance,
and all capital costs such as facility
maintenance, information technology,
and facilities upgrades like the fy2008
$2.25 million city hall elevator project)
have grown and will continue to do so
in spite of some annual volatility. Their
ongoing growth may soon reverse the
category’s overall decline. Th e City
resorts to bond sales infrequently
compared to wealthier municipalities,
generating a growing, but relatively
modest debt service cost, though that
too may change for the worse if State
support diminishes.

“other” expenditures

debt payment (not in “other”)
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top 5 departmental other expenditures

top 5 non-departmental other expenditures

fy10 appropriation
$6,194,071

fy10 appropriation
$1,400,000

Garbage & Trash
Removal
Utilities
Street Lighting
Fleet Management
Surety Bonds & Other
Premiums

$3,355,000
$1,700,000
$770,337
$652,671

General Liability
insurance
Aid to public Library
special emergency
aurthorizations
Capital Improvements
Matching funds for grants

$935,000
$742,000
$650,000
$575,000

fast growing “other” expenses
Facility Maintenance Management Information Systems Surety Bonds & other premiums

$1.5

$.72

$.74

$.75

$.65
$.52

$.69
$.28
$.15

0

$.50

$.44

$.43

2009

2010

$.03

$.04

2001

$.65
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2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

27 NJ league of Municipalities. http://www.njslom.
org/letters/ml070210-special-session-update.html
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Where does the money come from?

$51,700,000

fy10
anticipated
$62,700,000

$5,318,000

$4,300,000

$56,318,000

$67,000,000

$45,743,498

$42,120,850

$8,365,735

$11,979,653

$54,100,682

$54,100,503

current tax payments

$20,488,595

$20,637,765

delinquent tax payments

$125,865

$383,881

payments in lieu of taxes

$12,233,757

$8,285,962

host community benefits

$2,859,595

$2,859,134

TLFC corporation

$3,557,016

$2,000,000

other local revenues

$12,785,200

$7,335,147

$52,548,148

$41,501,889

special municipal
purpose aid
special municipal aid
additional funding

Special State Aid

33%

35%

Formula State Aid

32%

Local Revenues

fy09

consolidated municipal
property tax relief aid
(CMPTRA)
energy receipts tax

2009 breakdown

total revenue $162,966,830 $162,602,571
When considering State support of
Camden’s budget, it is relevant to
distinguish between the three primary
sources of City revenue.

“Special” State Aid is only available

to about 12% of poorer municipalities
- particularly the 8 or 9 most distressed
urban centers - with their above-average
concentration of public infrastructure
to maintain and populations in need of
higher levels of services.

“Formula” State Aid is awarded

annually to all municipalities based on
fixed criteria. It is largely composed of
several taxes and fees which, at various
points in the state’s history, were
collected directly by local governments,
but which are now collected by the State
and returned to local jurisdictions28.
While special aid can be seen as a form
of largesse from the State that may be
more or less well justified depending
on one’s political views and sense of the
public benefit provided by the urban
centers that receive it, much of formula
28 “State government and your local property
taxes” NJ league of Municipalities. http://www.
njslom.org/SG-LGpropTax.pdf
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“aid” was created as an administrative
efficiency for the entities that fund it
and the jurisdictions that receive it. It
also provides the State with a degree of
fiscal leverage over local governments.

Local revenue is the sum of all taxes,
fees, fi nes, and investment income
actually collected by the City. Each
source is discussed below in order of
decreasing size.

Why is Camden in such persistent need
of revenue? Costs are not just rising;
revenue is falling. Poverty in the City, in
the context of weakness in the broader
economy, has meant that local revenues
continue to decline as the State copes

with its own budget shortfalls. Th e
history of these three revenue types falls
into 3 phases.

Phase 1: From 2001 to 2004, formula

State aid funded about half of the City
budget, and local revenue accounted
for just under 40%. Special State aid
accounted for just 11%.

Phase 2: In 2004 Special aid under the

MRERA legislation kicked in. In 2005,
this “Municipal Rehabilitation Aid”
quadrupled to $36 million, pushing
total special State aid into parity with
declining local revenue at roughly 1/3
each. CMPTRA, the largest portion of
formula aid, has been decreased by State

three phases in revenue composition
60%

phase 1

30%
phase
average:

0 2001

11%
38%

2002

51%

phase 2

phase 3

33% 38%

37% 33%

29%

2003

2004

2005
2006
Local Revenue

30%

2007
2008
Special State Aid

2009
2010
Formula State Aid

state aid by type
Formula State Aid

Special State Aid

$130.4

Total State Aid

$121.1

$110.4
$80.6m

82.5%

$78.4
$68.7

$66.5m

$67.4

85.0%
$14.1m

17.5%
2001

$65.6

86.0%
$12.1

15.0%
2002

78.0%
$11.0

$63.9

$18.5

22.0%
2004

14.0%
2003

$62.7

$51.0

$53.2

$61.8

$66.4

2005

2006

2007

$56.3

$54.1

$67.0

2008

2009

2010

Legislative Initiative
Municipal Block Grant Ends -$.38m
Supplemental Energy
Receipts Tax Ends -$3m

Energy Receipts Tax
Reserve for
Personal Business
Tax +$.95m
2002

$54.1

50.9% 49.1% 49.0% 51.0% 44.7% 55.3%
55.6% 44.4% 54.1% 45.9% 55.2%
44.8%

Consolidated Municipal Property Tax Relief

2001

$64.0

$50.3

Municipal Property Tax
Assistance +$1m
Municipal Homeland
Assistance Ends -$.14m

Municipal Homeland
Assistance Begins +$.14m
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Extraordinary
State Aid Ends
-$8.5m
Distressed Cities
Aid +$1m

revenue sources over time
$200

Phase 3: fy2008 was the fi nal year

of several formula aid programs
(Supplemental
Energy
Receipts,
Legislative Initiative Municipal Block
Grants, and Municipal Homeland
Assistance). fy2009 saw the reduction
of other formula aid and the need for
a $10.5 million infusion of new Special
Municipal Aid to close the growing gap,
ushering in the current phase in which
Special Aid is the dominant source
of income. Formula aid is declining
faster than inflation, and local revenue
is definitively the smallest revenue
source.
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Special Municipal Aid
Additional Funding
Begins +$10.5m

Special Municipal
Purpose Aid Begins
+$47m

Municipal
Rehabilitation +36m
Aid +7.1m

legislative action each year since fy2002,
more than cancelling out CMPTRA’s
annual inflation adjustment.
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Special State Aid

per capita revenue source for FY09
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One in nine municipalities throughout
New Jersey received some sort of
special State aid (either “Special
Municipal Aid” or the more
“temporary” “Extraordinary Aid”) to
help balance their budgets in fy2010.
Most of these municipalities received
less than $600,000 through the
Extraordinary Aid program. Eleven,
including Camden, received $2 million
or more.29
The amount of special State aid needed
by the Camden City government has
increased from $14 million in fy2001
to $59 million in fy2009 and up
another 20% to a projected $67 million
in fy2010. Camden’s share has been
the largest in the state since fy2004.
Special state aid can be used as a rough
proxy for the City’s structural budget
deficit, as it represents the difference
between recurring sources of revenue
that can be expected annually and the
operating costs associated with running
the City, minus any cost cutting that
the City is forced to perform. Newark,
Harrison, Asbury Park, Paterson,
Jersey City, Union City, Bridgeton,
special state aid top recipients fy10
Camden City
Newark
Trenton City*
Paterson
Jersey City

$67,000,000
$45,000,000
$35,000,000
$27,000,000
$14,000,000

and Camden all relied on millions of
dollars in special state aid in recent
years, although only Camden operated
29 Fleisher, Lisa. “State funnels $44M in additional
aid to distressed N.J. cities.” The Star-Ledger, January
11, 2010.; “N.J. approves $121M in special aid to
distressed cities.” The Star Ledger. January 13, 2010;
Hayes, Melissa. “Hudson County towns stand
to lose extraordinary, special state aid.” The Jersey
Journal. March 16, 2010.
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Newark

Special Aid

Formula Aid

State

oversight.

Several specific events, sometimes
combined with careless or unduly
optimistic budgeting, have contributed
to large shortfalls that drove the periodic
jumps in Special Aid. For example,
in fy2004 the City anticipated $13.9
million from the sale of 5,472 long
outstanding property tax liens by the
Tax Lien Finance Corporation.30 The
anticipation was severely premature
and inflated, as the transfer of the
liens was not completed until fy2006;
revenue did not begin to be realized
until fy2007, and through fy2010 only
$8.8 million has been received from
TLFC tax lien sales (due, it seems,
to high prices, weak demand, and
infrequent sales.). In fy2007, the State
held special aid constant at fy2006
levels, requiring one time transfers
from other funds to balance the budget.
Continuing a practice it began with
the fy2007 budget, the State approved
money in advance for fy2008 for the
Special Municipal Aid program. In
theory, this advance appropriation
allows municipalities an opportunity
to plan collaboratively with the
State in preparing their budgets for
fy2007. Based on conversations with
the DCA and City officials, it does
not appear as if changing the way in
which funds were appropriated had
any meaningful impact on Camden’s
budget process for fy2007 or fy2008.
Review of changes in anticipated yearover-year revenues and discrepancies
between anticipated and received
30

fy2009 Municipal Audit, p.50

amounts revealed that anticipated
budget fi gures are often “calculated”
simply by copying the prior year’s
received value into the current year’s
“projected” column. For line items
with constant or very small values, this
practice works well. For fl uctuating
or highly uncertain items, it can
lead to unanticipated shortfalls that
increase the need for special State aid.
For example, the NJ Adventure
Aquarium was developed using State
funds and sits on State land. Th e
property pays a contractually agreed
upon fee based on ticket sales in place
of assessed property taxes. Th e facility
began operating in March 2005 but did
not pay its required levy until fy2008.
At that point the Aquarium paid in full
for the current year and the 40 months
of delinquent fees it owed the City–
$1,035,601. In the fy2009 budget,
the City simply carried this amount
forward, as if it would receive 52 months
of payments every year. Th e resulting
$705 thousand dollar “shortfall”
was larger than the entire budget of
many departments and divisions.

Formula State Aid

components of formula state aid
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Camden is the recipient of the 3rd
largest amount of Formula aid in
New Jersey after Newark and Jersey
City, and just ahead of Trenton.
top 5 cities by formula aid fy10
Newark
Jersey City
Camden
Trenton
Atlantic City

$108,332,535
$79,353,755
$54,100,801
$51,556,909
$7,584,254

Prior to fy2009, formula aid was a
collection of several programs that
distribute revenue collected by the State
from local entities to municipalities
in the state. With a few one-time
or short-term exceptions, the funds
are distributed to all 566 New Jersey
municipalities. In all cases, the aid
is distributed based on fi xed criteria.
Unlike “special” state aid, municipalities
do not need to apply, negotiate, or
demonstrate need. Starting in fy2009,
all other formula programs of more
than nominal size were terminated,
leaving only the two largest:
Consolidated Municipal Property Tax
Relief Aid and the Energy Receipts tax.
Consolidated Municipal Property
Tax Relief Aid (CMPTRA)
$70
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CMPTRA was created by the State
Legislature at the close of fy1995.31
By consolidating 15 separate state aid
programs into one, the State intended
31 P.L.1995, c. 164, approved June 30, 1995
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to make aid more predictable and
expedite the receipt of funds at a local
level. Criteria for these aid programs
varied widely. Some were appropriated
based on property tax values, some on
a per capita basis, and some based on
other criteria. Once consolidated, aid
was based on the highest of the prior
4 years of receipts.32 Municipalities
receive CMPTRA in installments
throughout the fi scal year. Since 2002,
however, in spite of the addition
of an annual inflation adjustment
in 1999,33 CMPTRA has declined
by an average of -4.6% per year.

The Energy Receipts Tax
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The Energy Tax Receipts Property
Tax Relief Fund was enacted by the
Legislature for fy1998,34 adjusting
the State’s disbursed tax payments
it received from utility companies.
From 2001 through 2006, Energy Tax
receipts were held steady by inflation
adjustment. For 2007, and 2008
the State increased the Energy Tax
Receipts distribution to exactly offset
32 Senate Bipartisan Task Force on Municipal
Aid Reform. “Interim Report and Policy
Recommendations, January 1995 at http://www.
njleg.state.nj.us/legislativepub/reports/municipal_
aid_report.pdf
33 Senate bill S10 1999, amendment to P.L.1997
c.167. approved July 22, 1999.
34 Assembly bill A2824 1997, amendment to
P.L.1997 c.167. approved July 22, 1997.

FY10
$42.1m

CMPTRA

$12.0m
$0
$54.1m

Energy Receipts Tax
other Formula Aid
total formula aid

cuts to CMPTRA. Camden received
$13.6 million in energy receipts tax
payments for fy2008, including a
one-time State allocation for Camden.

discontinued formula aid
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In addition to CMPTRA and the Energy
Receipts Tax, the State legislature has
created various smaller formula aid
programs. Except for fy2006 and
fy2008, these additional forms of
formula aid always yielded less than $1
million for Camden’s budget. Among
these smaller revenue source were:
• Reserve for Personal Business
Property Tax (fy02 only)
• Legislative Initiative Municipal
Block Grant (ends fy08)
• Supplemental Energy Receipts
Tax (ends fy08)
• Municipal Homeland Security
assistance (fy05 to 08)
• Municipal Property Tax
Assistance (fy08 only)
All of the above had been eliminated
by fy2009 or only existed for a single
year. Not included in this analysis is the
Garden State Trust, which continues
through the fy10 budget, but amounts
to less than two hundred dollars
in additional funding for the City.
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components of local revenue

Local Revenue
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Municipal revenue tends to grow or
shrink in proportion to a population’s
wealth or a municipality’s density of
residents or businesses. Non-capital
costs grow in direct proportion to
the quantity of need. Th e result for
Camden is cost that outpaces income.
In New Jersey, where land is usually
densely developed and tax rates are
high, the primary source of municipal
wealth is real estate tax. Camden is
however becoming less dense, has a
high rate of real estate abandonment,
and a high rate of tax exempt property
(exacerbated by its social service needs
and role as the County seat). Below we
examine the City’s income sources.
Current Tax Payments
$30
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$21.0 $20.6
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10

“current tax payments” = collected + reserved

Camden’s tax revenues are usually
described as totaling “about $20
million.”35 When we examine the actual
budget line item for local tax revenue,
that often-quoted $20 million dollar
figure reveals some budgetary sleight
of hand. Th e line item is called “Local
Tax for Municipal Purposes Including
Reserve for Uncollected Taxes.” Because
the City is responsible for collecting
taxes from Camden residents on behalf
35 e.g. Katz, Matt. “Camden mayor warns city
to brace for a 24 percent budget cut,” Philadelphia
Inquirer, July 29, 2010.
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of the County and the School District,
it must set aside in each year’s budget a
“reserve for uncollected taxes” sufficient
to cover any money owed to those other
jurisdictions which it may not be able
to collect in a given year. Th e Reserve
is money the City borrows from itself.
The Schools and County receive 100%
of what they are owed based on the
value of taxable property, using as much
of the reserve as needed, while the City
absorbs any shortfall in the collection
rate.36
The City’s tax income, however, is
not simply equal to the “Local Tax
Including Reserve” minus the Reserve.
Each year the value of property used
as the basis of the School and County
tax share changes as buildings are
demolished, constructed, or moved
on and off the tax rolls through
transactions with tax-exempt owners.
In some cases, the tax rates for these
jurisdictions also change as does the
City’s real collection rate. Taxes are
collected quarterly, but the Tax Reserve
and assessed property value must be
factored into the budget in advance.
tax collection rate
100
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The effect is an annual shortfall or
surplus (±$.65 million per year over the
decade). In effect, the share the City
36 NJ statutes Title 40A:3-40

“current tax payments”

$8.3m

Payments in Lieu of Taxes

$7.3m

other local revenues

$2.9m

host community benefits

$2.0m

tax lien finance corporation

$0.4m

delinquent tax accounts

$41.5m

total local revenue

actually retains from its tax collection
efforts is even smaller than it appears
from this round $20 million fi gure.
While “current tax payments”, once
adjusted for inflation, appear to have
been in decline since fy2004, actual
tax income (marked “collected” in the
accompanying graph) has risen steadily
since fy2003, when collection rates hit
a decade low of 67%. Real tax revenue
peaked in fy2009 at $18.1 million. The
apparent contradiction is the result of
a diminishing tax “Reserve” set aside
each year. Facing tighter budgets, the
Reserve was reduced faster than real
collections grew.
Delinquent Tax Payments
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Delinquent tax payments are the
delayed collection of overdue taxes
from prior years. In July 2002, the
City hired private fi nancial services
contractor Xspand to assist with the
collection of delinquent taxes on its
behalf37and took out a $3 million loan
against the anticipated collections38 in
exchange for Xspand’s right to a service
fee up to 25% of the value collected.
37 Puga, Luis and James W. Prado. “Ethics reform
wouldn’t have halted no-bid Camden deal,” Asbury
Park Press. June 7, 2004.
38 Personal communication with Carrie M. Turner,
Assistant Director, Camden Redevelopment Agency,
June 20, 2005

The City’s annual back tax collections
doubled by fy2004 but had fallen
back below previous levels by fy2006
as the outstanding value was steadily
recovered. Based on official audits of
City fi nances, Xspand identified over
$6 million additional, and recovered
some $12.1 million total, in overdue
taxes. Xspand’s success in this arena also
means that back taxes have been largely
eliminated as a significant source of
future revenue.
Tax Lien Finance Corporation
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Distinct from outstanding taxes,
Camden real estate is also burdened
with thousands of municipal tax
liens with a nominal value in
the tens of millions of dollars.
Liens are interest- and penalty-accruing
legal obligations to pay unpaid taxes
which must be satisfied before full title
to a property can be sold. Because liens
are obligations to pay, they reduce a
property’s sale value even though they
don’t affect its assessed value.
value of city-held tax title liens
$60

50%

$52.9

33.4%

Roughly 2,000 liens, valued at $1.5
million, remained on the City’s books
by fy2009, and thousands more are still
unsold in the TLFC’s control. The city
is weighing its options for managing
these liens when Xspand’s contract,
already extended twice, expires again
this year.
Host Community Benets (impact fees)

$44.8
39.8%

of 5,472 liens with a face value of
$41.5 million,40 27% of the value
of the total budget at the time.
Anticipated proceeds from lien sales
were incorporated into the fy2004
budget as a one-time revenue item of
$13.9 million. However, it was only in
2006 that the actual transfer of liens
was fi nalized by act of council and
Xspand was designated as the agent of
the TLFC empowered to auction off
the liens.41 The City used half of the $2
million it earned from the initial sale
of the liens to the TLFC to enhance
its capital budget and the other half
to cover the legal costs associated
with the sale itself, transferring value
from its current account to its capital
account. From fy2007 through fy2010
the City of Camden has received only
$8.8 million in total revenues through
Xspand’s sale of TLFC tax liens, far
below initial expectations. Even those
that have sold continue to undermine
the real value of Camden’s tax base so
long as the liens are not paid off or
cancelled through foreclosure.

5,472 liens
sold to TLFC
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In 2003, the Tax Lien Finance
Corporation (TLFC) was established
through state legislation39 to facilitate the
sale of outstanding tax lien certificates.
The quasi-state agency took control
39 A3769 [1R] ROBERTS, http://www.njleg.state.
nj.us/2002/Bills/A3500/3769_R1.PDF
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Host Community Benefits (HCBs) are
contractually agreed upon payments
to the City made to offset the social,
40 fy2009 Municipal Audit, p.50
41 R-16 MC-06:21 20060112TLFCXspandResolution.pdf

environmental, or public resource
costs of a real estate development,
business, or utility. HCBs can be paid
by both tax exempt (e.g., DRPA) and
taxable entities (e.g., Camden Resource
Recovery, Comcast, Camden Water,
Cogen), which pay in addition to
their regular tax payments. All monies
collected through HCBs go directly
towards the City’s current account.
Both the number of HCB agreements
(which fl uctuated between 5 and 6)
and total revenues received through
these agreements has remained stable
over the past 10 years. Between fy01
and fy09, HCB revenues increased
from $2.3 million to $2.9.
Other Local Revenues
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Other local revenues include
(in order of decreasing size):
• municipal court fines
• license, permit, & construction
code fees and fines
• ad hoc transfers from other city
funds
• utility operating surpluses
• investment interest
• rent from city properties
Fines and fees vary with enforcement
changes, rising rates, and level of
development activity, and rents and
investment income vary with the
economy (±$400,000 each, at most).
Generally Camden actually performed
better than average in its investments
and court revenue, but much worse in
construction fees.42 The main source
of variability in this revenue category,
42 In 2009 and 2010, municipal budgets absorbed
decreases of 17% and 33% in interest earnings, of 2% and
4% in construction code fees, of 4% in municipal court
revenues this year.” NJ league of Municipalities. http://www.
njslom.org/letters/ml070210-special-session-update.html
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the municipal tax levee (2.55% at the
time) from being increased during
the recovery period.43 In January of
2010, the recovery period was deemed
complete, and Camden moved into
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65%

Jersey City

The Municipal Rehabilitation and
Economic Recovery Act (MRERA),
originally passed in 2002, prevented

77%

Atlantic City

Compared to other large New Jersey
cities and the Camden County suburbs
(see the graphs at right), Camden has
the highest proportion of parcels (16%)
and real estate value (58%) held by tax
exempt owners, and the second lowest
percent of commercial (12%, behind
Haddonfield) and residential value
(29%, behind Atlantic City, where the
casino’s dominate).

62%

Trenton

To completely free itself of need for
$67 million in Special Municipal
Aid without drastic further cuts to
personnel, capacity, and services, the
City would have to more than quadruple
its $7 hundred to $8 hundred million
tax base to $3.5 billion.

88%

Newark

Unfortunately property and money
are not smoothly interchangeable;
problems that accrue from the lack
of wealth manifest themselves in
institutions, property, and people
and cannot be neatly reversed with
the reintroduction of funds. In other
words, “money” does not automatically
become “wealth” –as Camden’s receipt
of large sums of Special State Aid
clearly show.

64%

Pennsauken

While this report suggests many reasons
why Camden has a growing structural
deficit, problems on both sides of its
ledger, and even past shortcomings of
the budget process are attributable in
large part to a lack of wealth. Camden
has many assets, but taxable property
wealth, the main source of municipal
income in New Jersey, and all of the
benefits that fl ow indirectly from such
income, are not among them.

Collingswood
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Cherry Hill

16% 15%

Camden

Why is Camden’s tax income so low?

Land Use vs Tax Base
tax exempt

however, has been utility operating
surplus (from 0 to $3 million annually)
and the City’s periodic reliance on
transfers from other funds to balance
the budget (over $7 million in fy2007).

the rehabilitation term. Subsequently,
Mayor Redd's introduction of the fy11
budget, included a provision to increase
the municipal levee by 3%.44
44 Office of the Mayor, Press Release: "Mayor
Redd Introduces Proposed fy11 City Budget."
(8/10/2010)

Payments In Lieu of Taxes

Of the city’s 37 anticipated incomegenerating PILOT agreements in fy10,
21 are with private entities, 8 are with
non-profit entities, and an additional
8 are with public entities.

PILOT revenues represent the single
line item of the city budget that has
steadily increased and is likely to be a
source of future growth.

Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILOTs)
are agreements between the City and
various other external entities (both
taxable and tax-exempt) establishing
alternative payment plans to supplant
property taxes. PILOTs are used by
municipal governments across the
country as both an incentive for
luring private entities into urban areas
and as a tool for recouping portions
of lost revenue incurred from the
higher volume of public and private
tax-exempt entities generally found
in urban municipalities. Only city
council can negotiate these agreements
(previously, during the economic
recovery in tandem with the COO).

Whereas tax revenues generated from
other City properties must be shared
with both the county and school
district, PILOT revenues go almost
entirely towards the municipality
(beginning in 2003, municipalities are
required to pay an annual fee to the
county equal to 5% of the agreement’s
yearly payment45).
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Christie’s $4m cut
in SJ Port PILOT led
to major drop in
fy10 PILOT revenues
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37

1

Camden Riversharks Baseball

21 Northgate II

2

Cooper Urban Renewal

22 Camden Lutheran Housing

3

Victor Building

23 Cathedral Kitchen

4

NJ Aquarium

24 Cramer Hill Community - Nueva Vida

5

DRPA One Port Center

25 Mi Casa

6

Susquehanna Bank Center

26 Baldwin’s Run

7

GE Aerospace

27 Carpenter’s Hill

8

Cooper Grant Homes

28 Boys & Girls Club of Camden County

9

NJ Transit

29 Faison News Senior Housing

10 Rutgers University

30 Our Lady of Lourdes

11 Dooley House

31 Tamarack / Ferry Station

12 Camden County College

32 Ferry Manor Family Housing

13 Settlement Music School

33 Vesta - Everett Gardens

14 CamCare

34 Roosevelt Manor

15 Cooper Health

35 Parker Hall Baptist Church

16 Riverview Towers

36 Carl Miller Homes

17 Center for Family Services

37 South Jersey Port Authority

18 Cooper Plaza Historic Homes

38 Chelton Terrace

19 Campbell Soup

39 Crestbury Apartments

20 Gateway Urban Renewal

40 Fairview Village

45 P.L.2003, c.125 (C.40A:12A-4.1 et al.)

Property Tax Flow: Camden Captures 1.7% of Its Property Value
$1.9b total
assessed value
$665m
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PILOT agreements)
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The tax levy itself is also somewhat
unclear. Due, pehaps, to different
methods, purposes, and fi ling
deadlines,
conflicting
assessed,
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county rate = 1.26%

39%

27%

total tax r

a te

19%

:4
.

municipal rate = 2.55%

un

icipal share: 54
.3

lle c

t i o n r at e : 9 1

%

+
≈$2.9m
reserve for
uncollected
taxes
+
$126k
delinquent
taxes

$18.8m
municipal share

$17.1m
collected

1.9%

1.04%

.94%

1.1%

m

$34.6m
total tax levy

$20.1m
total
tax
revenues

%

≈78%

54%

school district rate = .89%

7%

100%

$735m propety subject to taxes

private

$735m
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The diagram below is an attempt
to reconstruct the calculation of
Camden’s property tax revenue using
FY2009 numbers. At the far left,
is the sum of Camden’s currently
assessed property value. At the far
right, is what the City actually
collects. Th e bottom line shows the
percent of total assessed value that
each step represents.

$461m
assessed value of
property w/ PILOTs

$828m

43%

collected, reserved, and delinquent
amounts can be derived from
any fi scal year’s set of City
budgets, independent audits, NJ
Department of Community Affairs
documents, and County tax records.
Unfortunately no single, consistent
source contains all of the numbers
and rates required to paint a full
picture of the City’s taxes. Audits
suggest that $93m in assessed value
is subject to PILOTs. Our analysis
of City documents suggests that
amount is closer to $109m.

Even a diligent concerned citizen
or government official could not be
blamed for some confusion about
Camden’s property taxes and the
Payment In Lieu of Tax (PILOT)
agreements that the City uses.
Information from the City Tax
Assessor indicates that a few of the
agreements are “not on fi le.” Others
do not clearly state the exact parcels
covered by the PILOT, or indicate
the incorrect property.

co

Appendix A: Sources
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Hirsch, Deborah. “Camden relying more often on surrounding departments,” Courier-Post. July 12, 2010.
Greenblatt, Sarah. “City fire captains get $1.9M in OT,” Courier-Post. March 16, 2007.
Katz, Matt & Jonathan Tamari. “Christie withholds $8 million port payment to Camden,” Philadelphia Inquirer. February
25, 2010.
Katz, Matt. “Camden Rebirth: A promise still unfulfi lled,” Philadelphia Inquirer. November 8, 2009.
Katz, Matt. “Camden mayor warns city to brace for a 24 percent budget cut,” Philadelphia Inquirer. July 29, 2010.
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“N.J. approves $121M in special aid to distressed cities.” The Star Ledger. January 13, 2010.
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2004.
Simon, Darran & Matt Katz. “Camden police officers nervously await word on possible layoffs,” Philadelphia Inquirer. August
2, 2010.

Municipal Documents
Primas, Melvin R. “Progress Report, Municipal Rehabilitation and Economic Recovery.” November, 2006. Available at:
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Municipal Budgets (FY01-10), Available at: <www.camconnect.org/budget>
Municipal Audits (FY01-09), Available at: <www.camconnect.org/budget>

External Reports
The Economic Recovery Board for Camden, “Annual Program Report 2010.” Available at: <www.camconnect.org/datalogue/
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International City/County Management Association, “Police and Fire Personnel and Expenditures.” 2001. Available at: <http://
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International City/County Management Association, “Police and Fire Personnel and Expenditures.” 2009. Available at: <http://
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Senate Bipartisan Task Force on Municipal Aid Reform, “Interim Report and Policy Recommendations.” January, 1995.
Available at <http://www.njleg.state.nj.us/legislativepub/reports/municipal_aid_report.pdf>
State of New Jersey Commission of Investigation, “The Beat Goes On.” December, 2009. Available at: <www.camconnect.
org/datalogue/The_Beat_Goes_On.pdf>

Legislative and Legal Agreements
Assembly bill A2824 1997, amendment to P.L.1997 c.167. approved July 22, 1997. (Energy Tax Receipts legislation)
“City of Camden, the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge No. 1, and the Camdn Organization of Police Superior Officers.”
Available at: <www.camconnect.org/datalogue/moa_police.pdf>
“Collective Bargaining Agreement Between the City of Camden and the Camden Organization of Police Superiors.” Avalailable
at: <http://co-ps.org/pdf/contract.pdf>
Mastriani, James W. “New Jersey Public Employment Relations Commission Interest Arbitration Decision and Award.”
2003. Dockets IA-00-93, IA-00-96, IA-00-102, IA-00-105. Available at: <www.camconnect.org/datalogue/arbitration_
pdfd_2003.pdf>
NJ statutes Title 40A:3-40 (Legislation mandating full payments of county and school district tax levy)

P.L.1995, c. 164, approved June 30, 1995, 1995 Senate No. 4000, p. 203-204
P.L.2002, c.43 C.52:27BBB-27 (MRERA Legislation) January, 2002. Available at: <http://www.camconnect.org/
datalogue/43_MunicipalRecoveryAct.pdf>
P.L.2007, c.43 C.176:27BBB-27 (2007 Revisions to MRERA) June 14, 2007. Available at: <www.camconnect.org/
datalogue/2007MRERA_Extension.pdf>
P.L.2010, c.43 C.176:27BBB-27 (2010 Revisions to MRERA) January 4, 2010. Available at: <www.camconnect.org/
datalogue/Reprint_MRERA.pdf>
Senate bill S10 1999, amendment to P.L.1997 c.167. approved July 22, 1999. (COMPTRA 1999 inflation adjustment)

Data Sources
Consumer Price Index (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). Available at: <bls.gov/cpi/>
Population Estimates (U.S. Census Bureau). Available at: <www.census.gov/popest/estimates.html>
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www.state.nj.us/dca/lgs/muniaid/aidmenu.shtml

links to all documents are available at:
www.camconnect.org/budget
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